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Multicore, multithreaded processors are rapidly becoming the platform of choice

for designing high-throughput request processing applications. We refer to this class

of modern parallel architectures as multi-? systems. In this dissertation, we describe

the design and implementation of Lagniappe, a programming environment that sim-

plifies the development of portable, high-throughput request-processing applications

on multi-? systems. Lagniappe makes the following four key contributions: First,

Lagniappe defines and uses a unique hybrid programming model for this domain that

separates the concerns of writing applications for uni-processor, single-threaded ex-

ecution platforms (single-? systems) from the concerns of writing applications nec-

essary to efficiently execute on a multi-? system. We provide separate tools to the

programmer to address each set of concerns. Second, we present meta-models of
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applications and multi-? systems that identify the necessary entities for reasoning

about the application domain and multi-? platforms. Third, we design and imple-

ment a platform-independent mechanism called the load-distributing channel that

factors out the key functionality required for moving an application from a single-?

architecture to a multi-? one. Finally, we implement a platform-independent adapta-

tion framework that defines custom adaptation policies from application and system

characteristics to change resource allocations with changes in workload. Further-

more, applications written in the Lagniappe programming environment are portable;

we separate the concerns of application programming from system programming in

the programming model. We implement Lagniappe on a cluster of servers each

with multiple multicore processors. We demonstrate the effectiveness of Lagniappe

by implementing several stateful request-processing applications and showing their

performance on our multi-? system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Moore’s law and the accompanying improvements in fabrication technologies (90nm

to 65nm and beyond [23]) have increased significantly the number of transistors

available to processor designers. Processor designers use these transistors to de-

velop architectures with multiple, multithreaded cores. System designers have be-

gun utilizing multiple (possibly heterogeneous) multicore processors to design high-

throughput request processing systems. We refer to this entire class of modern parallel

systems as multi-? systems.

Figure 1.1 shows an example multi-? system. The example shows a blade

system (i.e., several main-boards that share a chassis with a common power infras-

tructure and a high-speed backplane) that has four blades. Three of the blades,

blades 1 through 3, have two dual-core processors. Each core also has four hard-

ware contexts, or threads, in it as well. Blade4, however, represents a highly parallel

graphics card with many small cores that communicate to each other through a

mesh network. This example is not far fetched. Apple’s soon to be released library,

OpenCL [7], will expose the parallel resources of graphics processors to programmers

and allow them to schedule computational tasks to the graphics processor. While

there is obvious heterogeneity in this example with processor architectures, commu-
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nicating between processors also has drastically different costs. Take for example

message passing between the two processors on Blade1 versus a processor on Blade1

sending a message to a processor on Blade2.

Blade1 Blade2 Blade3 Blade4

Figure 1.1: An example multi-? system with three general-purpose blades and one
highly-parallel graphics blade.

Multi-? systems initially were designed to meet the demands of specific do-

mains, such as networking [5, 22], graphics [36], and interactive games [14, 27].

For instance, in networking, multi-? systems have been used to design multiservice

routers for GENI [44], Virtual Private Network (VPN) gateways, intrusion detec-

tion systems [8], content-based load distribution, and protocol gateways (IPv4/v6

gateway [43]). Now, multi-? systems rapidly are becoming the de facto platforms for

many general-purpose high-throughput computing environments (e.g., web, database,

and application servers) [15, 16, 34, 46, 47]. Engineers build these systems using the

emerging class of general-purpose multicore processors from Sun [9], Intel [6], and

AMD [1], among others.
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1.1 Challenges of Multi-? Programming

Although multi-? systems are becoming commonplace, programming environments

that simplify the development of portable, high-throughput applications on these

systems has lagged behind. Multi-? systems are difficult to program for the following

reasons:

• A request-processing application can be mapped onto a multi-? system in at

least three different ways. The pipeline approach splits an application into

independent stages and maps each stage to a processing element; thus, each

request during its lifetime traverses multiple processing elements [47]. The

parallel approach lets each element process a request from start to finish; pro-

cessing elements available in a multi-? system process multiple requests in

parallel. Finally, the hybrid approach replicates some parts of the applica-

tion while staging others. Choosing the approach that delivers the highest

throughput is difficult because the choice depends upon application, system,

and workload characteristics [40].

• Most request-processing applications are stateful. The persistent state main-

tained by these applications is accessed and updated by a stream of related

requests, referred to as a flow. In a multi-? system with multiple distributed

memory levels and message-passing channels, providing efficient and coherent

access to shared state is challenging. Further, the non-uniform memory archi-

tectures of many multi-? systems complicate the selection of an appropriate

policy (e.g., request-level distribution vs. flow-level pinning) for distributing

requests across processing elements [40].

• A request-processing application generally processes multiple types of requests.

In most realistic deployments, however, the workload (both the composition of

request types and volume of traffic) fluctuates significantly over time. Hence,
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a request-processing system must adapt resource allocations dynamically [32].

• Multi-? systems often contain a significant amount of heterogeneity–multiple

types of processor cores with support for many different mechanisms for inter-

processor communication and data sharing (e.g., hardware-supported coherent

memory vs. explicit state-sharing and message-passing mechanisms). Today,

some programming environments for multi-? systems expose these details to

programmers. Exposing details, as is currently done, not only complicates the

task of developing applications, but also makes applications not portable.

1.2 Programming Environment Requirements

Given the challenges a programming environment for multi-? systems must conquer,

any new programming environment that hopes to successfully face these challenges

must meet the following requirements in its design and implementation:

• Automate the mapping of applications onto multi-? systems;

• Efficiently utilize the available processing resources in a multi-? system us-

ing appropriate request distribution and persistent state management mecha-

nisms;

• Dynamically and transparently adapt resources allocated to applications to

match fluctuations in workload; and

• Achieve all of the above without exposing any multi-? system hardware details

to programmers (thereby simplifying programming and ensuring portability of

applications).
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1.3 Contributions of the Dissertation

In this dissertation, we describe the design and implementation of the Lagniappe

programming environment1, which simplifies the development of portable, high-

throughput request-processing applications on multi-? systems. Lagniappe meets

the requirements we establish. We make the following four key contributions:

1. We define a unique hybrid programming model. This model separates the

concerns of writing applications for uni-processor, single-threaded execution

platforms (single-? systems) from the concerns of writing applications for ex-

ecution on a multi-? system. We provide separate tools to the programmer

to address each set of concerns. We further separate the concerns of appli-

cation and system programming, making applications written in Lagniappe

inherently portable.

2. We present meta-models of applications and multi-? systems that identify the

necessary entities for reasoning about the application domain and multi-? plat-

forms. Programmers use these meta-models to define instance models of their

particular applications and platforms.

3. We design and implement a platform-independent mechanism called the load-

distributing channel that factors out the key functionality required for moving

an application from a single-? architecture to a multi-? one.

4. We design and implement a platform-independent adaptation framework that

defines custom adaptation policies from application and system characteristics

to change resource allocations with changes in workload.

We implement Lagniappe on a cluster of servers each with multiple multi-

core processors. We demonstrate the effectiveness of Lagniappe by implementing
1Lagniappe is a Cajun-French word for “a little something extra.” If programmers give us a

relatively small amount of extra information, we can give them much added benefit.
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several stateful request-processing applications and showing their performance on

our multi-? system.

The dissertation is organized as follows. We present a brief overview of the

application domain in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we discuss the state of the art

and that no current solution meets all the requirements we present. In Chapter 4,

we define our hybrid programming model. Chapter 5 describes the design, imple-

mentation, and operation of the Lagniappe programming environment. Chapter 6

describes our test applications and the setup and results of our experiments. Finally,

we conclude in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Target Application Domain

In this chapter we describe in detail the Lagniappe target application domain:

request-processing applications. We specifically focus on networking applications

in this thesis; however, the properties we describe in this chapter apply generally

to all request-processing applications. Figure 2.1 shows an application we call the

attack detector. This application examines incoming requests looking for patterns

that would suggest an attack is occurring. By attack we could mean worm prop-

agation, distributed denial of service, or simple “hacking.” The exact definition is

not important for this example.

We use this example throughout the section to help explain the properties

of the domain. The basic behavior of the application is as follows. Requests enter

the Classifier and are marked as either good, suspicious, or bad. Good requests

move to the Shallow Inspect function and it performs a simple test to determine if

the request is part of an attack. If request is not an attack, the application sends

the request out. If Shallow Inspect thinks the request may be part of an attack,

notifies Classifier. Deep Inspect performs a more computationally intense check on

all requests related to any suspicious requests from ShallowInspect. If Deep Inspect

performs a test that fails, it notifies Classify and all future related requests are

7



dropped by Classify. Furthermore, Deep Inspect notifies Mitigate which tries to

stop the newly-discovered attack.

Classifier

DeepInspect

ShallowInspect

Mitigation

Figure 2.1: The attack detector, a sample application showing several properties of
request-processing applications.

2.1 Application Structure

Request-processing applications are commonly constructed of a directed graph of

separate functions. The Click modular router [31] proposed this graph construction

as a way to provide modularity to a traditionally low-level domain. The figure

shows that our attack detector example has four of these functions: Classify, Shallow

Inspect, Deep Inspect, and Mitigate. A request enters the application at the head

of the graph, and passes from one function to the next until a function either drops

the request (i.e. the system reclaims the resources it assigned to request), or the

request exits the application graph. The attack detector shows both of these cases,

with the Classifier dropping some requests and sending others along.

In this thesis, we refer to an application as a collection of operators. Requests

flow through channels between the operators. Each operator in the application may

contain multiple inputs and outputs, and each operator may generate zero, one,

or multiple requests while it processes an incoming request. Operators also tend

8



to send two major classes of requests between themselves. The first type is data

requests, these are the requests that the network injects into the application. The

second type of requests are control requests. Operators send these control requests

between themselves to relay status information. In our attack detector example,

the solid lines in Figure 2.1 represent the transmission of data requests, while the

dotted lines represent the transmission of control requests alerting other operators

of an attack.

2.2 Request Characteristics

In some applications, requests may be unrelated. In other words, the processing

of one request has no impact on the processing of any other request in the sys-

tem. However, many applications process flows of requests. We define a flow to be

any sequence of requests (not necessarily adjacent in arrival time) that share some

property. We define a flow signature to be a function that takes requests to flow

identifiers. Any requests that a flow signature maps to the same flow identifier are

said to be in the same flow.

Note, an application may contain several different flow signatures. Each

operator may have its own flow signature, as each operators need not be from the

same application designer, and thus, can have different requirements for defining a

flow. In our example, there is only one flow definition. Shallow Inspect and Deep

Inspect send flow identifiers to Classifier and Mitigate when a request fails a test.

2.3 Operator State

The request-processing functionality of an operator may access “local” state that

exists only while the operator is executing a particular request. However, many

request-processing applications maintain persistent state—state that exists beyond
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the processing of any one request. Accesses to persistent state can dominate the

time it takes an operator to process a request [37]. Persistent state is important

in request-processing applications because the logic with an operator many times

depends on the requests it has processed in the past.

Persistent state accesses fall into two classes. The first class of accesses do not

depend on any type of relation between requests. The second class of accesses use

flow identifiers as keys to map to particular data. We call persistent state that the

operator accesses by a flow identifier flow state. In the attack detector application,

the Classify operator maintains a mapping of flow identifiers to state representing

the status of the flow. The choice is dependent on the semantics of a particular

application. For example, in the attack detector, Shallow Inspect may keep a list

of strings that indicate a worm attack. This state would change very rarely, and is

not indexed differently between flows of requests. However, the table in Classifier

may change frequently as attacks are discovered, and is solely accessed using flow

identifiers.

2.4 Application Performance

One does not measure the performance of a request-processing application by the

number of executions per second it performs. Rather, application designers tradi-

tionally create request-processing applications to meet specific throughput or latency

guarantees. The programmer may construct the application to process the maxi-

mum number of requests per second, thus maximizing throughput. Also, the pro-

grammer may construct the application to process a request in a minimum amount

of time, which we refer to as request latency. While programmers typically try to

maximize application performance, many times they must deploy request-processing

applications in environments where the application has specific performance goals it

must meet, possibly according to a business-driven service level agreement (SLA).
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In these cases, the programmer does not care to maximize performance, but rather

to meet the throughput or delay guarantees he or she made in the SLA. For exam-

ple, the attack detector application is deployed to the internet gateway of a small

company. While the application could possibly support the rate supported by the

physical network (for example, 1Gbps), the company may have simply only paid for

the application to support a throughput of 100 Mbps.
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Chapter 3

State of the Art

The state of the art in programming environments for multi-? systems is varied

and deep. In this chapter, we look at the work that has preceded Lagniappe and

discuss no existing tool or environment meets all our requirements for a multi-? pro-

gramming environment for request-processing. First, we look at the programming

language and software engineering concepts upon which we build Lagniappe. We

then focus on related programming environments and whether these environments

meet our requirements. Next, we examine some run-time environments that deal

with parallel software execution resources (e.g. threads and events). Finally, we

look at general-purpose software-system support for multi-? platforms.

3.1 Underlying Concepts

3.1.1 Dataflow Programming

Dataflow programming has been used to map computation to parallel resources for

many years, and Johnston et. al [29] present a survey of the main ideas and seminal

pieces of work in dataflow research.

Lagniappe, however, differs from the traditional view of even coarse-grain
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dataflow models, as an operator in Lagniappe does not need to wait for all its

incoming ports to have data to execute. An operator can execute any time a request

reaches a port. Thus, the model-driven aspect of Lagniappe does not define a

dataflow graph in the traditional sense, but more accurately acts as a coordination

language [38].

3.1.2 Model-Driven Engineering

Model-driven engineering (MDE) is a software-development methodology where pro-

grammers create models of systems as opposed to executable code. MDE environ-

ments apply transforms to models that move one type of model to another. Tra-

ditionally, the programmer (or an environment) applies transforms to the models

to create increasingly system-specific models, eventually applying a transform that

creates executable code.

Modeling framework often start with a meta-modeling language. In other

words, the framework provides a model that allows programmers to create mod-

els of their software system. Programmers first create platform-independent models

(PIM) that represent the software system independent of any type of implementation

technology or details. Ideally, using a transform definition language, the program-

mer can then write transform rules for moving this PIM to a platform-specific model

(PSM) that defines the software system in terms of specific technologies and imple-

mentations that are available on a particular platform. Finally, a transformation is

applied to the PSM to create executable code.

Note, the meta-model used to create the PIM could be written using a model.

In fact, each level of the framework could be thought of as an instance of a higher-

level model. Accepted practice is to limit this model hierarchy to four levels [30]: a

meta-modeling language, a meta-model, PIMs, and PSMs.

Lagniappe makes several diversions from the traditional MDE approach in
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its purest form. We define PIMs of request-processing applications and multi-?

systems. Programmers create their own PSMs manually—we do not provide a set

of transformation to move from PIMs to PSMs. However, we do provide a series of

transformations that translate the PSMs of both the applications and the systems

into executable code.

Another diversion from the traditional model in Lagniappe is the conscious

decision to have programmers still provide procedural code along with their declar-

ative model descriptions. We make this decision as we feel that the issues of single-?

programming are well understood and are addressed by a large existing body of

knowledge and implementations. However, it is in addressing the concerns of multi-?

programming that can truly benefit from the high-level reasoning, ease of program-

ming, and ease of reuse that a MDE approach provides.

3.2 Related Programming Environments

Related packet request-programming environments can be broken into two major

groups: high-level and low-level environments.

3.2.1 High-Level Environments

High-level environments focus on the application features more than the architec-

tural details. However, many of these environments do not truly achieve portability,

nor do they take into account the important issue of persistent-state access in their

designs.

Click [31] is the most well-known packet-processing programming environ-

ment. Click allows programmers to specify applications in terms of a connected

graph of independent elements, Click initially was written for a single thread but

follow-on work with MPClick [18] expands Click to utilize multiple threads. Click

has no mechanisms for replicating elements. Thus, Click does not handle major
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workload changes that cannot be dealt with by moving elements from one processor

to another to attempt to lower processor utilization. Click is written as a Linux

module, with no real way to separate a Click application from the underlying Linux

platform, and thus has no inherent support for processor heterogeneity beyond what

Linux provides.

Observe that the notion of Lagniappe operators is very similar to the reusable

elements defined in Click. In fact, one can convert many Click modules into Lagniappe

operators with relative ease.

Flux [16] is a high-level environment that provides a combination program-

ming environment in which the dataflow aspects of the system are modeled sepa-

rately from the request processing. Flux can use any multithreaded software library

for its underlying execution. The authors guarantee safe access to shared state by

labeling atomic functions, and scheduling execution to guarantee atomicity. Flux

does not meet our requirements as it only guarantees correctness of shared state but

does nothing to provide efficient access. Also, Flux cannot adapt to any changes in

workload as it is designed to be run on any available threading model.

A more recent environment is Aspen [45]. Aspen does not address the main

issues that make multi-? development difficult, namely, state access, in the language

design. While Aspen supports run-time adaptation, nothing guarantees efficient ac-

cess to persistent state while balancing load among resources. In other words, Aspen

does not take contention for shared state into account when scheduling resources.

Another recent environment, Merge [35] provides a programming environ-

ment for multi-? applications that fit into the map-reduce paradigm of side effect-free

tasks. Merge provides a framework that schedules these tasks onto possibly hetero-

geneous resources by using a intermediate runtime library to mask the differences

in resource implementation. While they show good results in both performance and

programmability, the type of request-processing applications we focus on are not
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side effect free. Many request-processing applications do maintain persistent state

that the application can possibly access and affect on every request. Merge does not

meet all of our requirements as it focuses on a different, and specific, application

domain.

Stream environments (such as Streamit [42] and Streamware [26]) provide

programmers with new languages that focus on request processing. Stream pro-

grams are written in a fashion more similar to standard programming, i.e., no sepa-

ration between coordination and execution. The stream compilers determine how to

separate the functionality of the program (usually with keyword help from the pro-

grammer) into tasks that are then scheduled on the multi-? resources of the system.

This approach is a much more fine-grained approach to parallelism. Stream lan-

guages work well in signal-processing applications and low-level network programs

that are more computationally bound and less bound by accesses to persistent state.

While stream programs do replicate operators, given the lack of tools to deal with

persistent state, we feel that stream programming does not meet our requirements

for the scope of applications upon which we focus.

3.2.2 Low-Level Environments

Low-level environments focus on particular architectures or architectural features,

and are typically implemented to only work for a particular platform.

NesC [24] is a low-level dialect of C that specifically deals with the embedded

restrictions of sensor networks; and thus, it does not provide enough flexibility

for our needs. Nova [25] is a language specifically designed to be easy to compile

for the Intel’s IXP, a platform where hardware details are exposed explicitly to

the programmer, which also keeps it from meeting our requirements. Baker [19]

presents a slightly higher-level programming environment than NesC and Nova, but

is specifically designed to compile to the IXP platform and exposes platform details
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to the programmer, thus losing portability.

3.3 Run-Time Environments

The literature contains several examples of run-time environments designed with

request-processing applications in mind. Some of these environments include SEDA [47],

Capriccio [46], and Tame [33]. These environments present APIs that allow pro-

grammers to create efficient and high-performance request-processing applications.

However, while they do expose concurrency primitives to the programmer, they do

not allow programmers to model the state-access patterns of the application and

could possibly introduce unnecessary contention. As well, these systems, though

multithreaded, are not explicitly designed to use multi-? platforms and the con-

straints that come from these platforms, specifically, the challenges of heterogeneity

in the underlying resources.

3.4 Multi-?-Aware Systems

Most modern operating systems are now aware of the underlying multi-? resources in

their underlying platforms. Multicore processors are becoming ubiquitous enough

to necessitate this functionality. However, even though most operating systems

may support multi-? resources, at least on a local-machine level, for a programmer

to use the resources effectively in a high-throughput request-processing application

(i.e., guarantee efficient state access), a programmer must delve into the operating

system APIs and manually assign the resources to the components of his or her

application. Apple Computer is set to release a technology in their next operating

system version that promises to allow more effective use of multi-? resources by au-

tomatically turning any application into a request-processing style application, thus

increasing the inherent parallelism available [4]. However, Apple has released little
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technical information on this technology, which they are calling, “Grand Central,”

so we cannot comment on whether it will meet our requirements.

Virtualization promises to provide an efficient way for programmers and sys-

tem designers to take advantage of multi-? platforms. The basic premise is that

all the specific details of the multi-? hardware is hidden under some number of vir-

tual machines. Applications running these virtual machines know nothing of the

underlying system details. Parallelism is achieved by running multiple copies of the

virtual machine.

Systems such as VMWare [10] and XenSource [12] provide advanced virtual-

machine functionality. VMWare’s VMotion product [11] allows for the migration of

virtual machines across physical machines in a multi-? cluster. VMWare also can

replicate virtual machines across physical machines or replicate virtual machines on

the same machine. While virtualization addresses many of our requirements, it does

still fall short of meeting all of them.

If VMWare replicates a virtual machine, VMWare does not handle the load-

distribution. What policy to use, whether it be flow-pinning, round-robin, or some

other policy is left up to a system administrator. No information from the applica-

tion is automatically taken into account. Furthermore, the triggers for adaptation

are based purely on processor utilization, and again have no application-specific

knowledge. In a request-processing application that guarantees a certain delay

bound, adapting because a processor has crossed a particular utilization threshold

may be unnecessary. Whether a processor is running at 10% or 95% is inconsequen-

tial as long as the system processes requests within the delay guarantee.
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Chapter 4

The Programming Model

We face a fundamental challenge in designing a programming model for request-

processing applications on multi-? systems: the issues that concern single-? pro-

gramming are distinctly different from the issues that concern multi-? programming.

Single-? issues are those that that refer to the request-processing functionality

and the implementation of platform-resource, “drivers.” Multi-? issues are those

that refer to the coordination of operators, resources, and concurrent accesses to

shared, persistent state.

For example, one single-? issue is the implementation of an operator’s request-

processing functionality. An associated multi-? concern is defining the access seman-

tics of the operator, i.e., how does this operator access persistent state, and thus

how should the system schedule multiple copies of the operator to reduce contention

for shared state. Another example of a single-? issue is how a system programmer

implements a processing resource, i.e. the functionality that makes the hardware

resource available for scheduling by the operating system. A related multi-? issue is

how many of these processing resources are in the system.

A programming model that forces programmers to face these challenges with

the same tools has two potential dangers: 1) It could force the programmer to
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program at such a high-level that they lose the advantages of the specific underlying

platform; or 2) Low-level mapping and coordination logic dominate the code, making

it harder to write and maintain.

Lagniappe takes a fundamentally different approach, and provides a hybrid

programming model that separates the concerns of single-? and multi-? program-

ming and present to programmers different tools for addressing these distinct sets

of concerns. Lagniappe provides programmers a traditional procedural environment

for writing the single-? code. This environment allows programmers to implement

the core request-processing and resource functionality in a language that is famil-

iar to them. On the other hand, to address multi-? concerns, Lagniappe provides

programmers a model-driven declarative environment that allows programmers to

reason about the complicated multi-? concerns of coordination, state-access, and

mapping at a high-level, creating program and system descriptions that are simple

and promote reuse.

Furthermore, we separate the concerns of application and system program-

ming by separating the programming of application functionality from system-

resource implementation both at the procedural and declarative level. We sepa-

rate these concerns to build portability into the system at a very basic level; i.e.,

application code is explicitly portable as no system resources are made visible to it.

In this chapter we first discuss the traditional procedural programming-model

component in Section 4.1 and then we describe, in detail, the model-driven, declar-

ative programming-model component in Section 4.2.

4.1 Procedural Component

The Lagniappe programming environment requires programmers to partition the

request-processing application into a collection of operators that process each re-

quest (similar to the Click Modular Router [31]). Application programmers specify
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each operator using a standard procedural language (C++, in our implementation).

Lagniappe places three requirements on the design of operators:

1. Operators must be independent of each other. The independence property is

defined in terms of any persistent state that an operator may maintain. An

operator is said to be independent of other operators if it does not access

any persistent state maintained by the other operators. This independence

property ensures that Lagniappe may execute these operators in parallel and

without any contention for persistent state. This configuration simplifies the

mapping of operators onto processors in a multi-? system.

2. Operator implementations must be thread-safe; access to persistent state main-

tained by the operator must be protected using locks and condition variables.

This property ensures that multiple instances of operators can execute in par-

allel without violating correctness.

3. Each operator must import interfaces to initialize, access, install, and purge

persistent state (as required by the application meta-model defined in Sec-

tion 4.2.1) as well as implement a method that describes the state-access se-

mantics of the operator. Information about persistent state allows Lagniappe

to determine an appropriate request-distribution strategy across multiple in-

stances of an operator and to migrate persistent state from one processor to

another when the allocation of processors to operators dynamically changes.

In addition to these three hard requirements, Lagniappe recommends that

these operators be as small in granularity as possible. This recommendation has

two benefits: 1) Small granularity operators are often easier to reuse and 2) The

smaller the operator granularity, the greater the flexibility available to the Lagniappe

run-time environment for distributing these operators across the parallel processing

resources available in the multi-? system.
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In addition to the procedural definition of application functionality, Lagniappe

requires that the programmer provide procedural implementations of the underlying

multi-? resources in a system. Lagniappe uses these system, “drivers,” to access the

functionality that a particular multi-? system provides. Unlike the operator defini-

tions, Lagniappe puts no restrictions on the procedural resource implementations.

4.2 Declarative Component

As we discuss in Chapter 1, the design of Lagniappe is driven by four requirements:

• Automate the mapping of applications onto multi-? systems;

• Efficiently utilize the available processing resources in a multi-? system us-

ing appropriate request distribution and persistent state management mecha-

nisms;

• Dynamically and transparently adapt resources allocated to applications to

match fluctuations in workload; and

• Achieve all of the above without exposing any multi-? system hardware details

to programmers.

Our goal with the declarative model is to identify the necessary entities for

reasoning about executing request-processing applications on multi-? systems so

that we can design a programming environment that meets the above requirements.

Specifically, we strive to improve programmability by providing programmers a suffi-

cient set of entities with which they can model their applications and the underlying

multi-? systems.

We present to programmers a custom model-driven engineering (MDE) frame-

work. For Lagniappe, we define two meta-models: (1) the application meta-model

and (2) the system meta-model. These meta-models formalize the specification of
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application and system features necessary for efficiently executing an application on

a multi-? system. Application developers and system designers, respectively, create

instances of the application and system meta-models to describe specific applications

and target multi-? systems.

Again, observe that we separate the specification of a target multi-? sys-

tem from that of request-processing applications thus making the specification of

Lagniappe applications completely portable. Further, explicit specification of system

features allows Lagniappe to utilize transparently the most appropriate state-sharing

and communication mechanisms (without exposing any of these system details to

application programmers). By combining the instances of the application and sys-

tem meta-models, Lagniappe automatically generates platform-specific code. We

discuss this process in more detail with code examples in Chapter 5.

In what follows, we describe the Lagniappe application and system meta-

models.

4.2.1 Application Meta-Model

The application meta-model in Lagniappe specifies: (1) an application as a com-

position of operators and (2) features of the persistent state maintained by each

operator. The class-diagram representation of the application meta-model is shown

in Figure 4.1.

Application Specification:

In Lagniappe, a programmer models a request-processing application as a directed

graph of Operator entities. Requests flow through this graph with each Operator op-

erating on the requests. This graph specification is used by Lagniappe to determine

efficient mapping of Operators to processing resources such that the inter-operator

communication overhead is minimized.
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Figure 4.1: The Lagniappe application meta-model.

Formally, each Operator is associated with one or more Ports. Each Port

has a Direction, which is specified as either INCOMING or OUTGOING. An IN-

COMING Port is associated with a handler function represented by the Handler

property. These handlers, provided in the procedural specification, implement the

request-processing functionality of the Operator. Each Port also is associated with

a Type entity that defines the type of requests that flow through it. The execution

environment required for each Operator is specified by the Environment entity.

An application is specified by connecting Ports of different Operators using

Channel entities. These Channels define the channel of communication between Op-

erators. We model a collection of Operators as an Application. An Application has

a DelayGuarantee property that specifies the maximum delay in microseconds a

request traversing the application can incur.

Operator State Specification:

The application meta-model includes specification of properties of persistent state

maintained by the Operators. Lagniappe uses the specification of persistent state

to: (1) facilitate concurrent execution of multiple instances of Operators on multiple
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resources available in a multi-? system; (2) determine an appropriate request distri-

bution strategy across multiple instances of the same Operator; and (3) migrate the

persistent state from one processor to another when the allocation of processors to

Operators changes dynamically and the processors do not share hardware-coherent

memory.

Formally, application programmers define persistent state by associating a

State entity with each Operator. The application programmer must declare the type

and name of the persistent state, as well as identify four methods—Install, Get,

Purge, and Init—for accessing, installing, purging, and initializing persistent state.

Note that these functions are black boxes to Lagniappe; application programmers

must provide thread-safe implementations of these functions using the procedural

specification.

To identify the flow to which a request may belong, Lagniappe requires pro-

grammers to specify a GetFlowID function in the Flow Signature specification to

associate a unique flow ID with each request (the implementation of the GetFlowID

function is provided as part of the procedural specification). Lagniappe uses this

flow ID to route requests to appropriate instances of the Operator in the event that

multiple instances of the Operator concurrently execute. This distribution of work

minimizes contention for persistent state, and thus helps to fulfill the requirement

to guarantee efficient state access automatically.

Multi-? Concerns

The application model captures two key multi-? concerns. The first is that of

operator coordination and communication. We define the Port and Channel en-

tities to model this communication. Furthermore, the Type entity provides typed-

communication to the Operator entities, allowing the programmer to further restrict

and describe the coordination between Operator entities.
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The second multi-? concern the application model addresses is that of concur-

rent access to persistent state. By providing to Lagniappe a Flow Signature entity,

the programmer allows the system to make load-distribution and resource-allocation

decisions based on that Operator entity’s state-access semantics.

4.2.2 System Meta-model

A multi-? system may contain one or more types of processors, several memory levels

(shared vs. private as well as with or without support for hardware coherence), and

one or more channels for interprocessor communication. The system meta-model

formalizes the specification of all of these features of a multi-? system. The class-

diagram representation of the system meta-model is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The Lagniappe system meta-model.

The Processing Element entity is the core of the system meta-model and

represents the basic computational resource available in the system. The Processing

Element entity is also the unit of resource allocation and deallocation. The Name

property gives each Processing Element instance a unique identifier, and the Proc
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Type property defines the type of the element (e.g., a Pentium or a SPARC core).

Processing Element entities have two properties—TimerStart and TimerStop—that

provide implementations that allow Lagniappe to measure the performance of a

Processing Element implementation.

Two key multi-? concerns at the system level are the need to support multi-

ple machines and the differences in efficiency in memory-coherency. We propose the

Processor Group and the Memory Group entities to address these concerns, respec-

tively. Each Processing Element can be a member of a Processor Group; all Processing

Elements within a group are of the same type and require only one executable for the

application. Similarly, each Processing Element can be a member of a Memory Group;

all Processing Elements within a memory group share a hardware-supported coher-

ent memory. Processing Elements between Memory Groups may still have access to

software-supported coherent memory (for example, if an operating system exports

only one memory space to all processors, regardless of hardware coherence). The

Init and Destroy properties identify functions (whose implementations are provided

as part of the procedural specifications) to initialize or stop a processing element.

The system meta-model also captures two paradigms for communication

across Processing Elements: shared memory or message-passing channels. A Commu-

nication Channel entity represents a message-passing mechanism across processing

elements. The Name property provides a unique identifier to a Communication

Channel entity. Building on the LogP model of parallel computation [20], we de-

fine Bandwidth, Latency, and Overhead as properties that define the performance

characteristics of a channel. The GetRequest and PutRequest properties define the

methods used to interact with the channel. The FileURI property identifies the loca-

tion where the procedural implementations for all of these functions can be found.

The specification of the Memory entity is similar to the Communication Channel

entity. The Name, Bandwidth and Latency properties specify basic features of a
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memory level, while Read and Write refer to the methods used for accessing the

memory entity. Finally, each Memory entity is associated with a Mutex entity that

the Memory uses to implement mutual exclusion. A system programmer provides

implementations (using the procedural specification) for the Lock, Unlock, Wait,

Notify, and NotifyAll.

Notice that a system designer creates an instance of the system meta-model

and compiles it only once for each multi-? system. This model can be reused for all

applications that execute on the system.
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Chapter 5

The Programming Environment

While Chapter 4 describes the hybrid programming model that Lagniappe presents

to programmers, in this chapter we describe the design and implementation of the

Lagniappe programming environment.

5.1 Programming Environment Design

The Lagniappe programming environment has one main goal: to generate an exe-

cutable application that is able to run on a particular multi-? system. The program-

mers provide procedural implementations of the single-? application and resource

functionality as well as declarative descriptions of the multi-? concerns such as co-

ordination and concurrent state access properties. In this section, we describe the

three major transformations that turn these application and system instance models

into platform-specific procedural code. The three transforms are:

1. Prepare application for execution on a multi-? platform.

2. Integrate resource adaptation framework with application.

3. Bind with application-specific and system-specific implementations.
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Figure 5.1: High-level architecture of the Lagniappe programming environment.

Figure 5.1 shows a high-level view of the Lagniappe programming environ-

ment, with the three transforms represented as black boxes. We now describe each

of these transforms in more detail, and provide more insight into how each transform

moves the models forward to a platform-specific multi-? executable.

5.1.1 Prepare Application for Multi-?

There exist two facts that distinguish single-? execution from multi-? execution:

1. Operators may simultaneously run on multiple processing elements. We call

each instance of an operator a replica.

2. The numbers of replicas necessary to meet application performance demands

may change over time.
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These facts imply interoperator communication must support the following

three features:

1. One-to-many communication: Lagniappe may replicate operators during run-

time. Thus, an operator may have to send a request to not just one instance

of the next operator in the graph, but one of possibly many replicas.

2. Changing the number of replicas: Workload changes in request-processing ap-

plications, and thus the number of replicas necessary to meet the performance

requirements of an application must also change. Therefore, the one-to-many

channel must support changing the number of destination replicas during run-

time.

3. Multiple load-distribution policies: One of our requirements is to guarantee

efficient state access and reducing contention for shared state is a method we

use to achieve this requirement. The state-access semantics define the most

efficient load-distribution policy. For example, if an operator has flow state,

a strategy called flow-pinning, where the processing of flows is scheduled to

processing elements, may be the most efficient as requests from different flows

do not contend for state access. However, operators without flow state may

benefit from the lower overhead of a round-robin approach.

We introduce the load-distributing channel(LDC) mechanism to meet the

previous requirements of interoperator communication. The LDC is a platform-

independent mechanism and is a one-to-many, output-buffered communication chan-

nel that can distribute requests across recipients based on multiple load-distribution

policies. The LDC is adaptive; it supports changing the number of destination op-

erators during runtime.

The first transformation of the user-provided application model is to replace

all connections between operators with LDCs. This transformation imbues the ap-
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plication with the mechanisms to support adaptation and the concurrent execution

that can occur in a multi-? environment.

5.1.2 Integrate the Adaptation Framework

In the previous section we discuss a powerful mechanism, the load-distributing chan-

nel, that factors out the main difference between single-? and multi-? execution.

However, the LDC is just a mechanism. Lagniappe must still make several policy

decisions. The second transform the Lagniappe programming environment performs

is to integrate the adaptation framework(AF) into the application, generating poli-

cies that control the LDC. Note, while the LDC is application-independent and

platform-independent, the final policy decisions are neither. However, the power of

the AF is that it automatically determines appropriate policies based on the models

that the programmers provide. To provide this functionality, the AF addresses the

following three questions:

1. How many replicas of an operator need to execute? : To address this question,

the AF monitors the rate that load increases for an operator. LDCs support

meter functionality, and this allows the AF to assign resources more aggres-

sively in cases of quick, large changes and less aggressively to handle small

shifts.

2. When does Lagniappe change the number of replicas? To address this ques-

tion, the AF monitors the queue of requests waiting to be serviced by each

operator. The queuing information for each recipient operator is exported to

the Lagniappe library by the LDCs. The AF uses one of several preconfigured

policies to trigger adaptation. For instance, the AF triggers adaptation if:

(1) the queue length for a recipient operator consistently exceeds a threshold

(determined by the delay tolerance of each operator); or (2) the queue for an

operator remains empty consistently for extended periods of time. Changes
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in workload volume or composition can cause these changes in the amount of

work for an operator.

3. Where do these replicas execute? : Once an event triggers adaptation, the AF

determines the new resource allocation strategy. The strategy depends upon

the current state of resource allocations and the adaptation trigger. Consider,

for instance, the case where adaptation is triggered when the queue for an

operator instance consistently exceeds a threshold. In this case, if the system

already executes multiple instances of this operator and the queues for other

instances are consistently below the threshold, then the overload at the oper-

ator instance can be handled simply by adjusting the strategy for distributing

load across the multiple operator instances. On the other hand, if the system

is executing only one instance of the operator, then the overload can be han-

dled either by increasing the share of processor capacity being allocated to the

operator or by creating a new operator instance on another processor. In the

latter case, the AF determines on which processor to allocate executing the

new instance of the operator.

Note that the question: “when to adapt?” is a function of application re-

quirements (e.g., delay or throughput bounds) and the system performance. On the

other hand, the question: “where?” depends only on system characteristics (e.g.,

the available number of processing elements and the grouping of processing elements

in memory and processor groups) and is independent of application features. How-

ever, the question of “how many?” is a function of the changes in workload and the

relative performance of remaining system resources.
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5.2 Programming Environment Implementation

Figure 5.2 shows the high-level architecture of the Lagniappe programming environ-

ment in more detail. We now see several additions from Figure 5.1. First, notice that

we implement the LDC and AF in the Lagniappe library. The Lagniappe library

is a platform-independent library that implements these two key components of the

environment as well as several other mechanisms necessary to the final operation of

the environment.

The three major transformations: 1) Preparing applications for multi-? by

adding LDCs; 2) Integrating the AF; and 3) Binding the implementations all occur

in the Lagniappe compiler. In this chapter we discuss the implementation details of

both the Lagniappe library and the Lagniappe compiler.

5.2.1 Lagniappe Library Implementation

In this section, we examine the abstract class hierarchy that composes the Lagniappe

library and from which programmers derive their application and system implemen-

tations. We also discuss in detail the implementations of several necessary platform-

independent mechanisms.

Library Classes

Figure 5.3 shows the class hierarchy of the application-oriented components of the

Lagniappe library. Note that several of the classes are abstract (indicated by the

italicized names). These classes cannot operate on their own; Lagniappe presents

these as the interfaces that the provided application code implements. However,

it is the definition of these interfaces that allows us to implement the Lagniappe

mechanisms in a way that is completely application-independent.

The Application class is the main container for a programmer-provided

application; it contains a list of references to CoreOp instances. The introduction
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Figure 5.2: High-level architecture of the Lagniappe programming environment.

of the CoreOp class allows us to implement two types of abstract operators. The

first is the Operator class. The Operator class is the basic parent class of all the

operators that the Lagniappe compiler generates. All programmer-provided opera-

tors inherit from (and implement the interfaces of) Operator. RequestGenerator,

however, has a different intention. We provide RequestGenerator to provide a

wrapper class for the system-specific implementation of request-generating devices,

whether that be a driver for the ethernet device that generates and sends network

packets or socket-processing code that reads and writes http requests and responses.

The RequestGenerator class provides a clean way for an application programmer

to interface with the underlying system, without having to know any implementa-
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Figure 5.3: Class hierarchy of the application-oriented components in the Lagniappe
Library.

tion details. Lagniappe treats RequestGenerator objects as “black boxes” during

runtime, passing requests to and from them as it would to any other CoreOp imple-

mentation.

Each Operator implementation contains a reference to its own Mutex im-

plementation. While the Mutex abstract class is actually a system component that

the system programmer provides, Operator objects have access to this resource to

protect any shared state that their handlers may access. Note, the Operator only

references the Mutex abstract class, thus providing a constant interface to the appli-

cation programmer regardless of the underlying implementation of mutual exclusion

on the platform.

The RCon class implements the request continuations we discuss in Sec-

tion 5.2.1. This class is a simple container comprising a reference to the Operator

class, the name of the specific input Port entity from the application model, and the

RData type. Note, we do not implement a class that represents the Port entity from
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the application model; the name of the Port is sufficient to find the right handler

code to execute.

RData is a type wrapper around void *. We implement RData so simply to

account for the large variation in request data formats across the full spectrum of

request-processing applications.

Finally, the Monitor class implements the resource-assignment mechanism

and adaptation framework. We discuss this implementation in more detail in Sec-

tion 5.2.1. The MonitorRequest class is a request data type that contains the

different resource requests and responses that the Monitor class can receive and

send, respectively.

ProcElement

System

MemoryMutex

MemGroup

CommChannel

Timer
1

1

11

*

*

1 11

* *

1

*
*

* *

Figure 5.4: Class hierarchy of the system-oriented components in the Lagniappe
Library.

Figure 5.4 shows the class hierarchy of the system-oriented components in

the Lagniappe library. Note that for the system-oriented half of the Lagniappe

library, all the classes are abstract. However, these system classes do implement

a large amount of functionality related to the Lagniappe mechanisms. The classes

in Figure 5.4 all define interfaces for the resource implementations as well as the

system-independent implementations of the Lagniappe mechanisms.
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The class structure closely follows the system meta-model from Section 4.2.2.

For each of the major system entities, there exists a corresponding class definition.

The System class is the main container for all the system entities.

The ProcElement class represents the main computational resource in a

multi-? system. Each ProcElement instance can call upon a Timer implementation

for profiling purposes. Each ProcElement contains references to the CommChannel

and Memory implementations it uses for inter-processor communication.

The MemGroup objects contain references to the ProcElement objects within

them. Note that there is no class to represent processor groups; the compiler uses

these groups only during compile time. The effects of two ProcElement instanti-

ations being in two different processor groups is noticeable in the relative cost of

intergroup versus intragroup communication mechanisms (e.g. CommChannel imple-

mentations).

Request-Execution Engine

The request-execution engine is the mechanism that allows the main computational

element of Lagniappe, the processing element, to process request data using the

operator code that the programmer provides. To perform this task efficiently, we

introduce the request continuation as the main unit of computation in the Lagniappe

programming environment.

The request continuation builds on the mathematical concept of a contin-

uation, a formalism designed to model “the rest of the computation” in an appli-

cation [39, 41]. Lagniappe models computation as a directed graph of operators,

thus, the subgraph that starts with the current operator and contains all of its chil-

dren contains all the possible computation that request could encounter. Therefore,

given an application subgraph (starting with the entry point of one operator) and

the data from the actual request, a processing element has all the information nec-
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essary to execute that operator on the request data. Figure 5.5 shows a graphical

representation of a request continuation. As the request data (the gray box) moves

through the application, the possible computation remaining (represented by the

double outline operators) changes.

Figure 5.5: The evolution of the request continuation.

Computation in Lagniappe is straightforward. A processing element entity

removes request continuations from the, possibly many, load-distribution channels

that feed into it. The processing element now has an operator and request data, both

of which it extracts from the request continuation. The processing element executes

the operator on the request data, possibly generating multiple request continuations

in the process. The processing element enqueues these new request continuations

into the LDCs for the operators next in the application graph. The operators can be

running on multiple processing elements; the LDC selects the particular processing

elements.

We implement the Lagniappe request-execution engine inside of the Lagniappe

Library. Lagniappe binds the platform-specific ProcElement implementations to the

Lagniappe request-execution engine, thus enabling the engine to process requests at

run-time.

A ProcElement implementation dequeues RCon instantiations from one of

its several possible incoming CommChannel implementations. The ProcElement ex-

tracts the pointers to the RData and the Operator and the name of the incoming

port. The ProcElement passes the name of the port and the RData to the Operator,
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where the Operator implementation calls the appropriate handler method. Notice

that a ProcElement blindly executes any Operator and RData combination it re-

ceives from the RCon. We design the execution engine like this so that it is portable

and simple. The engine is not dependent on any aspect of the application. It is the

Adaptation Framework, that we implement as the Monitor class, that determines

where an Operator instantiation can run. Also, there is no dependence on any

specific system properties. The model defines that ProcElement implementations

are associated with incoming CommChannel implementations. How a system pro-

grammer implements the execution core of the ProcElement or the message-passing

functionality of the CommChannel has no bearing on the design or implementation

of the Lagniappe Execution Engine.

Adaptation Framework

The Lagniappe library implements the adaptation framework in the Monitor class.

The Monitor has an incoming and an outgoing connection to every Operator imple-

mentation in the application. Status messages are sent to the Monitor by Operator

implementations when they request some type of run-time system intervention.

Instead of designing a separate subsystem for the Monitor, we implement

the Monitor as a subclass of the Operator class, and have it run on a ProcElement

the same as any of the other Operator implementations in the system. Lagniappe

inserts the Monitor into the application graph with all-to-all connectivity. The

Monitor handles initial resource allocation and makes decisions on how to adapt

that allocation based on workload changes that the ProcElement implementations

observe.

We implement the three major policy decisions of adaptation (how many,

when, and where) in the Monitor class. When an ProcElement instantiation en-

queues an RCon to the next Operator instance, the Operator checks to see if that
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RCon caused its incoming queue to move beyond a threshold value. If the length

of the queue grows beyond the threshold, the Operator sends a request for more

resources to the Monitor. Upon receipt of a request for more resources, the Monitor

checks to see if any resources are available and, if so, uses the resource-assignment

mechanism to allocate the resource to the operator instance. To decide what to

adapt, the Monitor tracks resource allocations across all memory and processor

groups (it receives the membership information from the system model) and selects

an appropriate ProcElement instance based on the current allocation of Operator

objects to resources. The Monitor also takes into account the communication costs

both in shared-memory and message-passing resources between the original and new

allocation when making its decision.

Changes in the resource allocation necessitate persistent state management if

Lagniappe replicates Operator instances to ProcElement instances that are not in

the same memory group, i.e., ProcElement instances that do not both have access to

a coherent shared memory. The resource assignment mechanism maintains efficient

access to persistent state by moving state to the most local Memory implementation

a ProcElement instance can access, while ensuring correctness. Lagniappe per-

forms this state movement by employing the application-specific state-maintenance

methods the application programmer provides. These methods are black boxes to

Lagniappe; the format and composition of application-specific state is not necessary

for its migration.

5.2.2 Lagniappe Compiler Implementation

The Lagniappe compiler implements the three transforms we discuss in section 5.1.

The Lagniappe compiler generates wrapper classes, inherited from the classes in the

Lagniappe library, around the platform-specific resource implementations and the

application request-processing implementations. The Lagniappe compiler also gen-
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erates a profiler that measures the execution time of the application. The compiler,

using this profiler data, generates adaptation policies specific to the application

running on the particular multi-? platform. While, ideally, these values would be

determined during runtime, our current implementation uses a profiler, and we dis-

cuss it here or completeness.

In this section, we discuss the steps necessary to compile an application

model, the design and operation of the profiler, the steps necessary to compile a

system model, and how Lagniappe ties these all together to meet the requirements.

However, first we describe the basic implementation of the compiler.

General Implementation Details

The Lagniappe compiler is built using a derivative of ANTLR (ANother Tool for

Language Recognition) [2] called ANTXR (ANother Tool for XML Recognition) [3].

ANTXR allows for the inclusion of XML keywords directly into an ANTLR gram-

mar. We build the logic for code generation and abstract-syntax tree (AST) walking

in Java.

The basic operation of the translator is as follows. ANTXR builds an AST

using the XML-based grammar from the application and system meta-models. For

each entity, we create a Java class that has as private members the properties and

relationships we define in the meta-models.

We implement methods within each of the entity Java classes that generate

the necessary code relative to the specific properties or relationships that entity

maintains. The Lagniappe compiler walks the AST and recursively constructs and

collects the objects. Once the compiler collects all the objects, the compiler generates

specific code based on the mode in which it was run. The programmer selects the

mode by executing the compiler with different command-line flags. The different

modes recognize different ASTs and call different code-generation methods.
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The application mode generates the C++ implementations of the Operator

entities in the model. The system mode generates the C++ implementations of

the various resource entities in the system model. Lagniappe has a main and prof

mode that generate the main function for the standard application and the profiler,

respectively. Finally, the final mode reads in the profile data and generates the

implementations with the specific adaptation policies included. We now look at the

specific functionality within these translation tasks.

Application Compiler

1 <app l i c a t i on name=”sample”>
<de lay guarantee >10000</de lay guarantee>
<operator name=”net op ” f i l eURI=”NetRequestDevice . hh”

requestGenerator=”true”>
5 . . .

</operator>
<operator name=”s t a t e l e s s o p”>

. . .
</operator>

10 <operator name=”audi t op”>
. . .

</operator>
<operator name=”s t a t e f u l o p”>

. . .
15 </operator>

<connector>
. . .

</connector>
. . .

20 </app l i ca t i on >

Figure 5.6: Lagniappe XML code for the sample application.

The application translator generates classes derived from Operator as well

as an instance of Application that is specific to the particular application model.

To describe this process, we use an example application entitled sample. The XML

Lagniappe model code for this application is shown in Figure 5.6. The details of

the entities are abbreviated, but we explore them as we move through the process

of the application translator.

1. For each Operator entity in the application model, a new class is generated that

is derived from Operator. In the sample application, the compiler generates a

new class for each of the stateless op, audit op, and stateful op entities entitled
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stateless op, audit op, and stateful op, respectively.

2. For each Port of type INCOMING, the associated Handler is declared as a

private method. For each Port of type OUTGOING, a private method is

declared with the Name of the port. The application programmer uses this

method to send requests from the respective port. Figure 5.7 shows the XML

description of the stateless op operator. It has one Port entity that is marked

as INCOMING, input port. The compiler creates a private method in the

stateless op class called validateRequest. This method has as an argument

a pointer to a NetRequest object, the data from the incoming RCon. The

programmer is expected to provide the implementation of this method. For the

OUT type Port in our example, output port, the compiler creates a private

method by that name that creates an RCon object from the request data passed

to the method. Note, that stateless op has two OUT ports; the second one

is of a different type, NetFlowMessage. The compiler lists the class definition

header files in the include section of the header file for the class stateless op.

1 <operator name=”s t a t e l e s s o p”>
<port name=”input por t”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >
<handler>val idateRequest </handler>

5 <type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>
<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>
</port>
<port name=”output port”>

10 <d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >
<handler>nul l </handler>
<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>
</type>

15 </port>
<port name=”con t r o l p o r t”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >
<handler>nul l </handler>
<type name=”NewFlowMessage” f i l eURI=”NetFlowMessage . hh”>

20 <core type>requestTypes : : NewFlow</core type>
</type>

</port>
</operator>

Figure 5.7: Lagniappe XML code for a stateless operator.

3. If an Operator entity is marked as a request generator, the compiler reads the

Port entities associated with this Operator and saves them for later construc-
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tion of the application graph. In our example, net op is a request generator.

The programmer provides the complete implementation of the net op class

according to the interface for a RequestGenerator object that the Lagniappe

library defines. In our example, net op injects requests of type NetRequest

into the application and accepts NetRequest objects to send somewhere. The

assumption is the system programmer provides this special operator imple-

mentation so that applications can run properly on his or her multi-? system.

4. Each derived instance of Operator contains a pointer to an instance of the

Mutex class. The Mutex pointer allows application programmers to write

thread-safe handlers. The Mutex pointer is initialized during the application

setup to point to a platform-specific mutual exclusion implementation. The

application programmer may treat the Operator instance as a monitor; the

Mutex provides interfaces for locking and unlocking, as well as waiting and

signaling condition variables.

1 <operator name=”s t a t e f u l o p”>
<s t a t e f i l eURI=”Fi leRecord . hh”>

<in it method>f i l e I n i t </init method>
<i n s ta l l method > f i l e I n s t a l l </ins ta l l method >

5 <get method>f i l eGe t </get method>
<purge method>f i l ePurge </purge method>
< f l ow s i g name=”SourceID”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>
<get f low ID >getSourceID </get f low ID >

10 </f l ow s i g >
<dataItem name=”fi leLockMap”>

<dataType>std : : map&l t ; lagn iappe : : FlowID ,
s t a t e r e c o r d s : : F i l eRecord p&gt ;</dataType>

</dataItem>
15 </state >

<port name=”inputPort”>
<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >
<handler>lookupWebContent</handler>
<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

20 <core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>
</type>

</port>
<port name=”outputPort”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >
25 <handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>
<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>
</port>

30 </operator>

Figure 5.8: Lagniappe XML code for a stateful operator.

5. If the Operator relates to a State entity, the persistent state is declared as
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a private member variable of the Operator, and the state access methods

are declared as private methods. The compiler generates public wrapper

methods for these private ones. These public methods always support the

same interface; the Lagniappe library can always call the state maintenance

methods regardless of the specific implementations, and it knows nothing of

the internal implementations of these methods. Figure 5.8 shows the state-

ful op operator, and its associated State entity. The compiler declares a pri-

vate member variable fileLockMap of type std::map<lagniappe::flowID,

state records::FileRecord>. The type FileRecord is a user-provided type

that describes the data associated with any particular flow identifier. The defi-

nition of this file is specified in the model in the property FileURI and the com-

piler includes the file (FileRecord.hh) in the generated header file. The pro-

grammer provides four state maintenance methods: fileInit, fileInstall,

fileGet, and filePurge. The compiler declares all four of these methods

as private and, as previously described, wraps the latter three in standard

interface methods. The compiler writes fileInit into the class constructor.

This placement allows the programmers to initialize their persistent state at

startup.

6. If the State relates to a Flow Signature entity, as our stateful op entity does,

the GetFlowID property of the Flow Signature entity is used by the Operator

instance’s load distributor to perform flow-based load distribution (i.e. flow-

pinning). The compiler creates a private method entitled getFlowID that the

programmer may use to get the same flow identifier that Lagniappe uses. Also,

the compiler creates a map from flowID to ProcElement named flowMap. In

our example, the programmer provides a method getSourceID. (Note, the

relationship to a type.) Lagniappe expects the programmer to implement

within the request type definition, not the operator code.
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7. The load distribution functionality is different depending on whether the State

is associated with a Flow Signature entity. Lagniappe implements the load

distribution policy in a virtual method named getProc. If there is no state if

the state is not flow-indexed, the compiler implements the method as a simple

round-robin that cycles through the list of ProcElement instances that the

monitor has assigned to the Operator. However, if there is flow-indexed state,

the compiler implements flow-pinning. The getProc method takes a pointer

to a RCon and calls the getFlowID method on the properly type-converted

RData. The method looks up the flow identifier of the RData using the provided

method then looks up the flow identifier in the flowMap data structure. If the

corresponding value is empty, it assigns a new ProcElement from the list to

the flow identifier. Otherwise, the method returns the stored ProcElement.

1 <connector>
<con r e f e r ence >net op . out</con r e f e r ence >
<con r e f e r ence >s t a t e l e s s o p . input port </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>
5 <connector>

<con r e f e r ence >s t a t e l e s s o p . output port </con r e f e r ence >
<con r e f e r ence >s t a t e f u l o p . input port </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>
<connector>

10 <con r e f e r ence >s t a t e l e s s o p . con t ro l po r t </con r e f e r ence >
<con r e f e r ence >audi t op . new flows </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>
<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >s t a t e f u l o p . ouput port </con r e f e r ence >
15 <con r e f e r ence >net op . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

Figure 5.9: Lagniappe XML code for the connections between operators.

8. The compiler creates a class that is inherited from the Application class that

implements its two major abstract methods: buildOperators and connect-

Graph. buildOperators iterates through the list of Operator entities and per-

forms the operations we describe in this list for each Operator. connectGraph

iterates through the Connection entities and sets the port connectivity for each

Operator and Port. If an OUTGOING Port is not connected, the application

compiler adds a stub that drops all requests leaving that Port. Figure 5.9

shows the connections in the sample application. Requests flow from the out
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port of net op to the input port of stateless op. Next, data requests of type

NetRequest leave stateless op and enter the input port of stateful op. How-

ever, requests of type NetRequest leave the control port of stateless op and

enter the new flows port of audit op. Finally, requests of type NetRequest

leave data out on stateful op and exit the system through the in port of net op.

9. The compiler instantiates the Monitor and generates code that connects the

Monitor object to every operator in the application graph, and vice versa.

The Monitor is responsible for allocating the initial mapping of operators

and tracks resource needs and usage. The Monitor responds to requests from

the Operator instances for more resources during runtime when the workload

changes.

10. The application compiler creates the main application file that creates an

instance of both the generated Application class and the System class. It

calls createResources, buildOperators, and connectGraph. Finally, the

main function calls the schedule method of the application to schedule the

operators to resources.

System Compiler

The platform translator generates classes derived from ProcElement, CommChannel,

and Memory. The compiler also generates an instance of System specific to the

system model. Figure 5.10 shows an example of a Lagniappe system model in

XML. We now describe the specific steps of the system compiler:

1. For each Processing Element, Communication Channel, Memory, Timer, and

Mutex entity, a new class is defined that is derived from ProcElement, Comm-

Channel, Memory, Timer, and Mutex, respectively. A private member vari-

able is declared of core type, the type that the platform programmer provides
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to implement the platform-specific resource. The classes’ respective abstract

methods are instantiated. Figure 5.11 shows the Lagniappe models for two

Processing Element entities that Lagniappe uses to generate the classes Proc0

and Proc1. Figure 5.12 shows the other entities in the system. The compiler

generates message-passing classes CC0 and CC1, a memory resource Mem0, and

a mutual exclusion implementation Mutex0.

1 <system name=”proc2sys”>
<pe name=”Proc0” f i l eURI=”Thread . hh”>

. . .
</pe>

5 <pe name=”Proc1” f i l eURI=”Thread . hh”>
. . .

</pe>
<memory name=”Mem0” f i l eURI=”distMem . h”>

. . .
10 </memory>

<comm channel name=”CC0” f i l eURI=”memQueue . hh”>
. . .

</comm channel>
<comm channel name=”CC1” f i l eURI=”memQueue . hh”>

15 . . .
</comm channel>
<mutex name=”Mutex0” f i l eURI=”simpleMutex . h”>

. . .
</mutex>

20 <mem group name=”memgrp1”>
. . .

</mem group>
</system>

Figure 5.10: Lagniappe XML code for a sample multi-? system.

1 <pe name=”Proc0” f i l eURI=”Thread . hh”>
< i n i t d r i v e r >i n i t </ i n i t d r i v e r >
<k i l l d r i v e r >k i l l </k i l l d r i v e r >
<proc type>IA32</proc type>

5 <core type>Thread</core type>
<t imer name=”timer1 ” f i l eURI=”BasicTimer . h”>

<core type>t imer : : BasicTimer</core type>
<s ta r t >s ta r t </s ta r t >
<stop>stop </stop>

10 </timer>
<chan re f e r ence >CC0</chan re f e r ence >
<chan re f e r ence >CC1</chan re f e r ence >
<mem reference>Mem0</mem reference>
<mtx re ference>Mutex0</mtx re ference>

15 </pe>

Figure 5.11: Lagniappe XML code for a processing element.

2. For the classes derived from Memory and CommChannel, the Bandwidth and La-

tency values are stored as constants within the generated classes. The resource

assignment mechanism uses these values to determine the best channel imple-

mentation to use for pairwise communication between processing elements
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1 <memory name=”Mem0” f i l eURI=”distMem . h”>
<core type>distMem</core type>
<latency >30</latency>
<bandwidth>100</bandwidth>

5 <r ead dr ive r >Read</r ead dr ive r >
<wr i t e d r i v e r >Write</wr i t e d r i v e r >
<pro c r e f e r en c e >Proc0</p ro c r e f e r en c e >
<mtx re ference>Mutex0</mtx re ference>

</memory>
10 . . .

<comm channel name=”CC0” f i l eURI=”memQueue . hh”>
<core type>memQueue</core type>
<latency >30</latency>
<bandwidth>100</bandwidth>

15 <put dr ive r >push</put dr ive r >
<ge t d r i v e r >pop</ge t d r i v e r >
<pro c r e f e r en c e >Proc0</p ro c r e f e r en c e >
<mtx re ference>Mutex0</mtx re ference>

</comm channel>
20 . . .

<mutex name=”Mutex0” f i l eURI=”simpleMutex . h”>
<core type>simpleMtx</core type>
<lock>lock </lock>
<unlock>unlock </unlock>

25 <wait>wait</wait>
<not i fy >not i fy </not i fy >
<no t i f yA l l >no t i f yA l l </no t i f yA l l >

</mutex>

Figure 5.12: Lagniappe XML code for a communication channel, a memory resource,
and a mutual exclusion resource.

during runtime. As well, the adaptation framework takes these values into

account to determine what resources to use during adaptation. Our example

resources have equal values, as shown in Figure 5.12.

3. The Mutex classes allow the Memory and CommChannel classes to implement

monitor functionality by exporting lock and unlock methods, along with wait-

ing and signalling on condition variables. Lagniappe initializes an instance of

the Mutex class that has a relation the ProcElement classes for each Operator

instance, so that the Operator instances can have monitor functionality.

4. Lastly, an instance of the System class is generated. The abstract method

createResources is implemented. First, Memory and CommChannel classes

are generated for each model instance. Then, the compiler uses the entity

relationships to define the connectivity of the ProcElement instances. In our

example, the Proc0 class sends RCon objects to Proc1 using the CC1 imple-

mentation, and vice versa.
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5.3 Multi-Machine Lagniappe

For us to expand Lagniappe to run on multiple machines in a coordinated fashion,

several design challenges arise. First, Lagniappe must coordinate resource alloca-

tion decisions across all of the machines. Second, each machine in the cluster can

possibly require access to the resources across all the other machines in the clus-

ter. Finally, resources in the cluster are heterogeneous, for example, communicating

between processors in two different machines is obviously more expensive than com-

municating between processors in the same machine. In this section we discuss how

our design for multi-machine Lagniappe meets these challenges. We also discuss

briefly the main logistical challenge for a system programmer in providing resource

implementations for a multi-machine system: data serialization.

5.3.1 Coordinating Resource Allocation

All resource decisions across the entire multi-machine cluster must be made with

the notion that the local machine is not the only machine in the system. This

knowledge is required to keep resource decisions coherent. We design Lagniappe to

make decisions locally, but broadcast these decisions globally. In more detail, when

an operator on one machine (or more accurately, within a processor group) requests

more resources, the monitor running on that processor group attempts to fulfill the

request with the free processors in the group. If the monitor can, it does, and it

alerts the other monitors of this decision.

However, Lagniappe must handle the case where a monitor cannot handle a

request for more resources locally. At start-up, one monitor assumes the position of

the master and monitors on all other systems become slaves. The master handles

the system-wide decisions that must be made. The programmer selects the master

at start-up by issuing a command to the Lagniappe console on one of the machines.

Once one monitor is the master, it notifies the other monitors in the system with
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special monitor requests of its status. The master monitor updates all slave monitors

of any non-local resource decisions that it makes.

The master monitor also performs the initial mapping of operator entities

to processing element. The master monitor does not fill up a processor group with

operators. It instead leaves room for replication inside of the processor group.

5.3.2 System-Wide Resource Access

Given the hop-by-hop nature of the request routing in the Lagniappe system, each

processing element resource must be accessible within each processor group. In other

words, when a request leaves an operator, the current processing element looks up

the next-hop operator and then the processing element where that next-hop operator

is running. If the next-hop processing element is on another machine, there is no

way to have a pointer to that remote object. To solve this problem we introduce

the concept of the ghost processor.

A ghost processor exports the interfaces of the ProcElement class, but the

Lagniappe compiler does not link to it the system-specific processor implementation.

Ghost processors are simply placeholders to ensure the routing algorithm works

seamlessly, regardless of the number of processor groups in the system. The monitor

of a processor group also uses the ghost processors in its list of Operator object to

ProcElement object assignments.

5.3.3 Resource Heterogeneity

Multi-machine Lagniappe guarantees the presence of heterogeneous resource types

within the system. For example, the communication cost between machines is guar-

anteed to be higher than that between processors of the same machine. The master

monitor maps the operators of an application to the processing elements of the

system with two guiding principles: 1) leave room within the processor groups to
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facilitate possible replication and 2) change processor groups a minimal number of

times during initial mapping to introduce the smallest amount of communication

latency possible.

During replication, the monitor replicates an operator within the most local

group possible, either the processor’s memory group or processor group. Only if

there is no more room in the processing groups does the monitor replicate the

operator into another group.

5.3.4 Data Serialization

The main challenge that multi-machine Lagniappe presents to the system program-

mer is to create Communication Channel entity implementations that can serialize

the C++ request continuation structures. To address this challenge, we create a

SerialRCon class that automatically translates the pointer references to Operator

instantiations to the given names of the Operator. While the request data must

still be serialized, the constructors to and from the SerialRCon class automatically

handle the translation from Operator names to Operator objects.

5.4 Requirements Discussion

Once a programmer compiles the application model, runs the profiler, and compiles

the system model, he or she has all the code necessary for a functioning application

that is tuned for the particular multi-? system. We now address how this new

application meets our requirements.

• Automate mapping: The mapping of Operator instances to ProcElement

instances happens automatically. The Monitor instantiation initially maps the

Operator instances, and then handles all further request for resources. The

application programmer does not write any code to map his or her application
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entities to any hardware resources.

• Efficient resource usage: The Lagniappe Compiler uses the state access

properties of each Operator entity to define a custom load-distribution policy

for the Operator instantiation. The Monitor performs state maintenance (for

when the system replicates the Operator across memory or processor groups,

i.e. where no hardware-coherent memory exists) using the “blackbox” methods

the application programmer provides.

• Adaptation: The profiler automatically determines adaptation thresholds

(answering the question, “when to adapt?”) for the Operator instantiations.

The user-provided request generation methods allow the profiler to perform

an accurate profile of run-times. The compiler answers the question, “How to

adapt?” by using the system model to determine the most efficient resource

to use during adaptation.

• Portability: The separation of the application model from the system model

allows the application programmer to focus purely on his or her application

code. No knowledge of the configuration of the underlying hardware is nec-

essary. A programmer can thus move a Lagniappe application to any multi-?

platform that has a Lagniappe model.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Evaluation

6.1 Application Description

We test the performance and features of Lagniappe using three applications: naptpt,

attack, and classify. The attack and classify applications operate at the application-

level of the network stack, and the naptpt application operates at the lower pack-

et-level of the network stack [28]. This difference in level helps show Lagniappe’s

generality across the request processing domain.

6.1.1 The naptpt Application

The naptpt application is a simple implementation of network address and port

translation - protocol translation [43]. naptpt provides a gateway between a IPv6 [21]

local network and the IPv4 [13] internet. We also include some basic deep packet

inspection, as one can imagine an application like this running at the internet con-

nection of a small business or home. Appendix A.1 lists the Lagniappe XML code

for the naptpt application.

Figure 6.1 shows the application graph of the naptpt application. naptpt

has three operators: deep-inspect, six-to-four, and four-to-six. Network packets flow
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Figure 6.1: The application graph for the naptpt application.

through the application in two directions, as shown in Figure 6.1 and six-to-four

sends messages to four-to-six when it encounters a new flow of packets.

Network packets from the IPv6 local network flow into the application and

enter the deep-inspect operator. The deep-inspect operator removes the packet head-

ers and scans the payload for patterns that may indicate the packet contains either

signatures of some type of attack or content that the application programmer wants

to block. If any of the searches find objectionable content, deep-inspect records this

information in a record tied to the flow ID of the packet. Flow IDs for the deep-

inspect operator are determined by a packet’s IP source and destination address,

TCP source and destination port, and the protocol identifier from the IP header.

These five fields of information are commonly referred to as the packet’s five-tuple.

If the flow has had more than some threshold of infractions, the packet is (and all

future packets from that flow are) destroyed. However, if the packet passes all the

inspections, deep-inspect sends the packet out its only OUTGOING port.

The six-to-four operator takes TCP/IPv6 packets and translates them to a

valid IPv4/TCP packet. The operator sets the IPv4 source address of the server’s
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IPv4 network interface as the IPv4 as the IPv4 source address in the new packet.

The destination in our small application is always the same; however, there are

accepted ways to embed IPv4 addresses in IPv6 addresses in the literature [17].

The TCP destination port remains the same; however, the operator determines the

TCP source port based on the flow ID of the IPv6 packet. If the operator has seen

this flow before, it simply uses the source port in the saved flow state. However, if

the flow is new, the operator creates a new port number specifically for this flow

and saves the port to the corresponding flow state. The operator packages the

IPv6 five-tuple and new IPv4 five-tuple in a control message and sends it to the

four-to-six operator for processing. six-to-four calculates checksums for both the

IP layer and the TCP layer. Finally, six-to-four writes the appropriate ethernet

MAC addresses to the packet data. The operator then sends the packet out the

appropriate OUTGOING port.

The four-to-six operator first looks up flow state for an incoming IPv4 packet

according to the packet’s five-tuple. If the flow-state does not exist, the operator

drops the packet as this packet is from an unsolicited flow. If the flow state exists,

the operator creates a new IPv6 header and sets the source and destination addresses

from the flow state. The operator also sets the TCP source and destination ports

from the flow state. four-to-six then sets the TCP checksum and sends the packet

out its only OUTGOING port.

When the four-to-six operator receives a new control message from the six-

to-four operator, it initializes a new flow state record with the two five-tuples (IPv4

and IPv6) in the message. The operator now accepts any incoming IPv4 packets

that have the corresponding five-tuple flow ID.
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6.1.2 The attack Application

The attack application implements a simple webserver with some increased security-

oriented functionality. The application performs a two-level inspection to identify

intrusions and attacks efficiently. Also, we model the computation necessary to

encrypt and sign the file data being fetched and sent to the remote client. Ap-

pendix A.2 lists the Lagniappe XML code for the attack application.

validate
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Port
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Figure 6.2: The application graph for the attack application.

Figure 6.2 shows the application graph for the attack application. The ap-

plication comprises four operators: validate, shallow, deep, and lookup. The dotted

lines signify control messages that deep and shallow send back to validate when

their respective tests find positive signs of intrusion or attack. Requests that are

not dropped for being malicious move to the lookup operator where the operator

reads the appropriate file, does some security processing, and serves the file to the

client.

The validate operator has two major functions: validate the http request

and check to see if the flow has been marked as suspicious or dangerous. First, the
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operator parses the http request string and extracts the file name. If the request is

not valid, validate drops the request. If the request is valid, the operator looks up

the flow according to a combination of source address, source port, and file name.

A flow can be in three possible states: INNOCENT, SUSPICIOUS, and GUILTY.

If a flow is marked as INNOCENT, the operator forms a new request with the file

name, source address, and source port and sends it out the data port for innocent

requests. If a flow is marked as SUSPICIOUS, the operator similarly creates a new

request and sends it out the data port for suspicious packets. Finally, if the flow is

marked as GUILTY, the operator drops the request.

The validate operator’s control message handler simply updates flow state

with the appropriate values depending on the message. If the operator receives a

message from shallow marking a flow as SUSPICIOUS, validate updates the state

appropriately. Similarly, validate may receive messages from the deep operator

marking a flow as either INNOCENT or GUILTY, and the validate operator marks

the flow state appropriately.

The shallow operator performs a simple length check on the file name of an

incoming request. If the check fails, the operator sends a control message back to

the validate operator marking the flow as SUSPICIOUS. Regardless, the shallow

operator forwards the request on to the lookup operator.

The deep operator performs a suite of checks looking for malicious flows based

on the content of the requests. If it does not find anything, the operator reports

back to the validate operator with an INNOCENT control message. If the tests

fail, the deep operator reports back to the validate operator with a GUILTY control

message.

The validate operator starts by looking up the flow information about an

incoming request and getting a lock on the flow state. The operator then reads the

requested file from the local file system and puts this data into a new request. The
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operator then uses the read file data to model security processing (signatures). We

add this step to model a login or secure web application. After the signatures are

updated, the operator releases the lock and sends the newly formed request out its

data port.

6.1.3 The classify Application

The classify application implements a webserver that classifies and distributes in-

coming requests to different operators for file lookup based on the contents of the

request. The main difference between this application and attack is that two of the

operators in classify are of equal weight in terms CPU utilization, and thus can

showcase Lagniappe’s handling of changes in workload composition during runtime.

Appendix A.3 lists the Lagniappe XML code for the classify application.

long
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Port Port

State

validate

Operator

Port
Port

Port
SourceID

Flow Signature

State

short

Operator

Port Port

Channel

Channel

Figure 6.3: The application graph for the classify application.

Figure 6.3 shows the application graph for the classify application. The

application has three operators: validate, short, and long. The validate operator
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takes incoming http requests, validates their format, and extracts the requested file

name. Shorter length file names are sent out the short requests output port and

longer length file names are sent out the long requests output port.

The short and long operators are actually identical in composition. They

each have one input port and one output port. The operators extract the file names

from the incoming request, perform the file read and a simple signature generation,

and then send the read file data out the OUTGOING port. The handler locks the

operator during the file read and signature generation as in the attack application.

Again, we use this application to model multiple operators with similar run-times.

6.2 Experimental Setup

We have two 1.6 GHz Pentium Xeon four-way, quad-core servers that serve as our

primary multi-? cluster. These servers provide sixteen cores each. We equip each

server with Intel Pro dual-port, gigabit ethernet interfaces. One machine is equipped

with 128 GBs of memory and the other is equipped with 16 GBs of memory. We

use the larger capacity machine to run our Lagniappe applications and the lower

capacity machine generates workload.

SOURCE SERVER SINK

1 Gbps Shared LAN

4x4-Core
16 GB RAM

4x4-Core
128 GB RAM

1 Proc
1 GB RAM

Figure 6.4: Physical setup of the experimental testbed for the naptpt experiments.

Figure 6.4 shows the connectivity between the machines for the naptpt ex-
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periments. For the naptpt experiments, we also use a single-processor 3.00 GHz

Pentium Xeon server as a sink for our TCP streams. We refer to the low-capacity,

four-way machine as Source, the high-capacity, four-way machine as Server, and

the single-processor machine as Sink. All three machines are connected to each

other across a gigabit LAN.

SOURCE1 SERVER

1 Gbps Shared LAN

4x4-Core
16 GB RAM

4x4-Core
128 GB RAM

1 Gbps Shared LAN

SOURCE2 SOURCE6SOURCE5SOURCE4SOURCE3

1x2-Core
2 GB RAM

Figure 6.5: Physical setup of the experimental testbed for the attack experiments.

Figure 6.5 shows the connectivity between the machines for the attack ex-

periments. Source1 and Server are connected as in the naptpt case. However, a

load on Server larger than fifty simultaneous clients overwhelms the machine, so

we use Server2 through Server6 to step up the load with ten simultaneous clients

running on each between fifty total clients and one-hundred total clients.

The experimental setup for the classify application is identical to that of the

attack application.
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For both experiments, we run varying numbers of clients on Source. For

the attack application, a client requests a series of webpages at approximately 1.7

kilo-requests per second. For the classify application, half of the clients request

one particular webpage and the other half request the another. For the naptpt

application, each client is a simple TCP stream that attempts to send data at 10 Mb

per second. Notice the difference in units between the two applications. In the attack

application, the files the application serves are small (156 Bytes). Larger file sizes

make the bandwidth of the network connection the limiting factor in performance.

By using small file sizes we can greater exercise the Server machine and Lagniappe

by determining how many aggregate requests could be processed per unit time. We

use Mb/s in the naptpt application because the application never approaches the

network connections total bandwidth and because we use TCP requests of uniform

length.

6.3 Experimental Results

We show three sets of results that show the benefits and features of the Lagniappe

Programming Environment. The first set of results shows how without any changes

to an application, Lagniappe takes advantage of increased resources to deliver higher

performance. The second set of results shows how Lagniappe can adapt the resource

usage of an application to adjust to changes in workload. The final set of results

shows the benefit of Lagniappe’s use of state-access semantics when determining a

load-distribution policy for an application’s components.

6.3.1 Applications Automatically Use Resources

Figure 6.6 shows the throughput in Mb/s on the y-axis as we increase load on the

x-axis. The clients are running on the Source machine and the Sink machine is

running a simple TCP receiver. The Server machine sits in the middle running
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Figure 6.6: Throughput for naptpt for different processor configurations and differ-
ent workloads.

naptpt. As we increase the number of processors available in the system, the total

throughput of naptpt increases. The only exceptions to this are in the cases of one,

two, and four processors. In these configurations, there are more operators than

processors, and thus, we are not able to take advantage of the extra parallelism

through replication. The increased cost of using multiple processors (for example,

going outside of cache to pass requests) actually causes the throughput to drop as

we increase up to four processors under low loads. However, after the number of

processors is greater than the number of operators, the gains from replication greatly

outnumber the added communication costs.

Figure 6.7 shows a similar situation for the attack application, except that

here the y-axis represents throughput in Kilorequests/s. Once the number of pro-

cessors increases beyond the number of operators, the deliverable throughput of the

attack application increases.

When we move from 12 processors to 16 processors in the attack application,
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Figure 6.7: Throughput for attack for different processor configurations and different
workloads.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of average processor idle time for the attack application
between the twelve and sixteen processor cases.
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Figure 6.9: Throughput for classify for different processor configurations and differ-
ent workloads.

we do not see a large increase in throughput. When we add four more processors,

the utilization of the processors drops, as Figure 6.8 shows.

Figure 6.9 shows a different throughput curve than the other two applications

present. The classify application does not have one operator that is much heavier

than the rest in terms of computation. In fact, all the operators are relatively

lightweight. Thus, classify maximizes its throughput at a much lower number of

processors than the other two applications. More processors just adds more overhead

with overall gain in throughput. Note, in contrast to the naptpt and attack applica-

tions, throughput increases with four processors. This difference is because classify

only has three operators, and the workload is split evenly between them. Thus, once

short and long have their own processor, they can increase their throughput.
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Figure 6.10: Throughput comparison to not using state information for load distri-
bution.
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Figure 6.11: Time spent processing and idle for both Lagniappe and a system that
does not use state information for load distribution.
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Figure 6.12: Throughput of Lagniappe and the NoState system as the size of the
critical section changes for the attack application.

6.3.2 Lagniappe Reduces Contention

Figure 6.10 shows the throughput from the attack application shown in the 16-

processor case in Figure 6.7 compared to the throughput of the same setup, but

with no use of the state-access semantics by Lagniappe. We refer to this setup as

the NoState system. The y-axis is throughput in Kilorequests/s and the x-axis is

number of clients. We see that the NoState case performs worse than the standard

Lagniappe case by 8.3%.

This result is to be expected; by abandoning flow-based request distribution,

the NoState case increases contention and thus processors spend more time idle and

not processing requests. We show this drop in processor utility in Figure 6.11. When

a processor attempts to acquire a lock that is active, the processor is put to sleep

and the operating system counts the cycles as idle. For the Lagniappe case, we see

more time spent active in user mode (i.e. time spent actually processing requests)
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Figure 6.13: User and idle CPU utilization of the Lagniappe and NoState systems
for the attack application as the size of the critical section changes.

and less time spent idle (i.e. time spent waiting on locks) than in the NoState case.

We now explore the range of difference between the performance of Lagniappe

and the NoState case with differing critical section size. In Figure 6.12 we see the

throughput of the Lagniappe system and the NoState system as we increase the

number of signature-generation steps on the x-axis. We see the difference climb

to 12.3% with the large 50-operation critical section. Even with just one signature

generation, we see an improvement of 6.1% from using the state information to make

load-distribution decisions (note, Lagniappe performs this task automatically).

Figure 6.13 explains the difference in throughput. In this graph the x-axis

is the same as before, but the y-axis is percentage of CPU cycle usage. We see the

difference between both User and Idle time increase, however, the massive increase

in Idle time, almost 90% for the largest critical section, shows the amount of time

spent waiting on locks increasing as the critical section increases. Lagniappe can au-

tomatically generate a load-distribution policy that takes the state access semantics
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Figure 6.14: Throughput for naptpt over time as load increases to show adaption of
resource usage with increasing load.

into account and pins flows to processing elements, providing the types of benefits

we see over an state-agnostic system in these graphs.

6.3.3 Lagniappe Adapts to Changes in Workload

Figure 6.14 shows the throughput averages over five-second intervals that we sample

over the course of a three minute-period. The y-axis represents throughput in Mb/s

and the x-axis is time. Every thirty seconds (represented by the vertical lines) we

increase the load. The horizontal lines represent the average throughput during the

entire thirty second period. We see that Lagniappe allows the naptpt application to

add more resources as they are needed and allows the average throughput that the

application produces to increase.

Figure 6.15 shows a similar graph for the attack application. In this case,

we again measure throughput on the y-axis in terms of Kilorequests/s. Figure 6.16
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Figure 6.15: Throughput for attack over time as load increases to show adaptation
of resource usage with increasing load.
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Figure 6.16: Number of processors assigned to the lookup operator during the ex-
periment.
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Figure 6.17: The number of processors assigned to operators in the classify appli-
cation as the workload changes over time.

shows the number of processors that Lagniappe assigns to the lookup operator. We

see as the workload increases Lagniappe provides more resources to the heavy-weight

operator.

In Figure 6.17 we show the how the classify application deals with changes,

not in workload volume as in the previous two experiments, but in workload com-

position. On the y-axis, we show the number of processors assigned to an operator.

On the x-axis, we show time in seconds. In this experiment we start with twelve

clients exercising the short operator. At the halfway mark (90 seconds) we add

another twelve clients; however, these are generating workload that exercises the

long operator. We see that the adaptation framework assigns the long operator

processing resources. The long operator does eventually pass short, but they reach

a relatively steady state.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this dissertation we describe the Lagniappe Programming Environment. Lagniappe

allows programmers to design and implement high-throughput request-processing

applications that automatically take advantage of multi-? resources.

Lagniappe makes the following four key contributions: First, Lagniappe de-

fines and uses a unique hybrid programming model that separates the concerns of

writing applications for uni-processor, single-threaded execution platforms (single-?

systems) from the concerns of writing applications necessary to efficiently execute

on a multi-? system. We provide separate tools to the programmer to address each

set of concerns. Second, we present meta-models of applications and multi-? sys-

tems that identify the necessary entities for reasoning about the application domain

and multi-? platforms. Third, we design and implement a platform-independent

mechanism called the load-distributing channel that factors out the key functional-

ity required for moving an application from a single-? architecture to a multi-? one.

Finally, we implement a platform-independent adaptation framework that defines

custom adaptation policies from application and system characteristics to change

resource allocations with changes in workload. Furthermore, applications written in

the Lagniappe programming environment are portable; we further separate the con-
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cerns of application programming from system programming in the programming

model.

We implement Lagniappe on a cluster of servers each with multiple multicore

processors. We demonstrate the generality of Lagniappe by implementing several

stateful request-processing applications. We show that our implementation achieves

three goals: 1) Lagniappe applications use all resources in a multi-? system without

any explicit resource knowledge; 2) Lagniappe increases throughput by guaranteeing

efficient state access through custom policy generation based on the statefulness of

operators; and 3) Lagniappe automatically adapts to changes in both workload

volume and composition.
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Appendix A

Lagniappe Source Code for

Applications

A.1 The naptpt Application

<app l i c a t i on name=”naptpt”>

<de lay guarantee >1000</de lay guarantee>

<operator name=”eth0 ” f i l eURI=”Phys Inte r face . hh” requestGenerator=”true”>

<port name=”in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

</type>

</port>

<core type>r eques tDev i ce s : : PhysInter face </core type>

</operator>

<operator name=”eth1 ” f i l eURI=”Phys Inte r f aceS ix . hh” requestGenerator=”true”>

<port name=”in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>
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</type>

</port>

<port name=”out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

</type>

</port>

<core type>r eques tDev i ce s : : PhysInter faceS ix </core type>

</operator>

<operator name=” f o u r t o s i x o p”>

<s t a t e f i l eURI=”SixMap . hh”>

<in it method>my init </init method>

<i n s ta l l method >my ins ta l l </ins ta l l method >

<get method>my get</get method>

<purge method>my purge</purge method>

< f l ow s i g name=” f i v e t u p l e”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

<get f low ID >getUDPFiveTupleID</get f low ID >

</f l ow s i g >

<dataItem name=”flowMapping”>

<dataType>std : : map&l t ; lagn iappe : : FlowID , SixMap p&gt ;</dataType>

</dataItem>

<dataItem name=”dstAddr”>

<dataType>in6 addr </dataType>

</dataItem>

</state >

<port name=”data in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>handleMyPort</handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”data out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”new connect ion in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>newConnection</handler>

<type name=”ConnInfo” f i l eURI=”ConnInfo . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : ConnInfo</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>

<operator name=”s i x t o f o u r o p”>

<s t a t e f i l eURI=”FourMap . hh”>

<in it method>my init </init method>
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<i n s ta l l method >my ins ta l l </ins ta l l method >

<get method>my get</get method>

<purge method>my purge</purge method>

< f l ow s i g name=”s i x f i v e t u p l e ”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

<get f low ID >getUDPSixFiveTupleID</get f low ID >

</f l ow s i g >

<dataItem name=”flowMapping”>

<dataType>std : : map&l t ; lagn iappe : : FlowID , FourMap p&gt ;</dataType>

</dataItem>

<dataItem name=”currPort”>

<dataType>uint32 t </dataType>

</dataItem>

<dataItem name=”srcAddr”>

<dataType>uint32 t </dataType>

</dataItem>

<dataItem name=”dstAddr”>

<dataType>uint32 t </dataType>

</dataItem>

</state >

<port name=”data in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>handleMyPort</handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”data out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”new connect ion out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”ConnInfo” f i l eURI=”ConnInfo . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : ConnInfo</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>

<operator name=”deep in spec t op”>

<s t a t e f i l eURI=”InspectRecord . hh”>

<in it method>my init </init method>

<i n s ta l l method >my ins ta l l </ins ta l l method >

<get method>my get</get method>

<purge method>my purge</purge method>

< f l ow s i g name=”s i x f i v e t u p l e ”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

<get f low ID >getUDPSixFiveTupleID</get f low ID >

</f l ow s i g >

<dataItem name=”flowMapping”>
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<dataType>std : : map&l t ; lagn iappe : : FlowID , InspectRecord p&gt ;</dataType>

</dataItem>

</state >

<port name=”data in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>handleMyPort</handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”data out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”Packet” f i l eURI=”Packet . hh”>

<core type>pktTypes : : Packet</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >eth1 . out</con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >deep in spec t op . data in </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >deep in spec t op . data out </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >s i x t o f o u r o p . data in </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >s i x t o f o u r o p . data out </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >eth0 . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >eth0 . out</con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >f o u r t o s i x o p . data in </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >f o u r t o s i x o p . data out </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >eth1 . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >s i x t o f o u r o p . new connect ion out </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >f o u r t o s i x o p . new connect ion in </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

</app l i ca t i on >

A.2 The attack Application

<app l i c a t i on name=”attack”>

<de lay guarantee >100000</de lay guarantee>

<operator name=”net1 ” f i l eURI=”NetRequestDevice . hh” requestGenerator=”true”>

<port name=”in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >
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<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<core type>r eques tDev i ce s : : NetRequestDevice</core type>

</operator>

<operator name=”va l i da t e op”>

<s t a t e f i l eURI=”FlowRecord . hh”>

<in it method>my init </init method>

<i n s ta l l method >my ins ta l l </ins ta l l method >

<get method>my get</get method>

<purge method>my purge</purge method>

< f l ow s i g name=” f i v e t u p l e”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

<get f low ID >getSourceID </get f low ID >

</f l ow s i g >

<dataItem name=”flowStateMap”>

<dataType>std : : map&l t ; lagn iappe : : FlowID , s t a t e r e c o r d s : : FlowRecord p&gt ;</dataType>

</dataItem>

</state >

<port name=”in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>val idateRequest </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”con t r o l”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>newControlMessage</handler>

<type name=”ControlMessage ” f i l eURI=”ControlMessage . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : ControlMessage </core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”va l i d r e qu e s t s”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”su s p i c i o u s r e qu e s t s”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>
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<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>

<operator name=”sha l low op”>

<port name=”data in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>sha l lowInspect </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”con t r o l ou t”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”ControlMessage ” f i l eURI=”ControlMessage . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : ControlMessage </core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”data out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>

<operator name=”deep op”>

<port name=”data in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>deepInspect </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”con t r o l ou t”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”ControlMessage ” f i l eURI=”ControlMessage . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : ControlMessage </core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”data out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>

<operator name=”lookup op”>

<s t a t e f i l eURI=”Fi leRecord . hh”>

<in it method>my init </init method>
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<i n s ta l l method >my ins ta l l </ins ta l l method >

<get method>my get</get method>

<purge method>my purge</purge method>

< f l ow s i g name=” f i v e t u p l e”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

<get f low ID >getSourceID </get f low ID >

</f l ow s i g >

<dataItem name=”fi leLockMap”>

<dataType>std : : map&l t ; lagn iappe : : FlowID , s t a t e r e c o r d s : : F i l eRecord p&gt ;</dataType>

</dataItem>

</state >

<port name=”in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>lookupWebContent</handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >net1 . out</con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >va l i da t e op . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >va l i da t e op . v a l i d r e qu e s t s </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >sha l low op . data in </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >va l i da t e op . s u sp i c i o u s r e qu e s t s </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >deep op . data in </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >sha l low op . data out </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >lookup op . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >deep op . data out </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >lookup op . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >sha l low op . cont ro l out </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >va l i da t e op . contro l </con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >deep op . cont ro l out </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >va l i da t e op . contro l </con r e f e r ence >
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</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >lookup op . out</con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >net1 . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

</app l i ca t i on >

A.3 The classify Application

<app l i c a t i on name=” c l a s s i f y ”>

<de lay guarantee >10000</de lay guarantee>

<operator name=”net1 ” f i l eURI=”NetRequestDevice . hh” requestGenerator=”true”>

<port name=”in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<core type>r eques tDev i ce s : : NetRequestDevice</core type>

</operator>

<operator name=”va l i da t e op”>

<port name=”in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>val idateRequest </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”sho r t r e qu e s t s”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”l ong r equ e s t s”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>
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<operator name=”shor t l ookup op”>

<s t a t e f i l eURI=”Fi leRecord . hh”>

<in it method>my init </init method>

<i n s ta l l method >my ins ta l l </ins ta l l method >

<get method>my get</get method>

<purge method>my purge</purge method>

< f l ow s i g name=” f i v e t u p l e”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

<get f low ID >getSourceID </get f low ID >

</f l ow s i g >

<dataItem name=”fi leLockMap”>

<dataType>std : : map&l t ; lagn iappe : : FlowID , s t a t e r e c o r d s : : F i l eRecord p&gt ;</dataType>

</dataItem>

</state >

<port name=”in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>lookupWebContent</handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>

<operator name=”long lookup op”>

<s t a t e f i l eURI=”Fi leRecord . hh”>

<in it method>my init </init method>

<i n s ta l l method >my ins ta l l </ins ta l l method >

<get method>my get</get method>

<purge method>my purge</purge method>

< f l ow s i g name=” f i v e t u p l e”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

<get f low ID >getSourceID </get f low ID >

</f l ow s i g >

<dataItem name=”fi leLockMap”>

<dataType>std : : map&l t ; lagn iappe : : FlowID , s t a t e r e c o r d s : : F i l eRecord p&gt ;</dataType>

</dataItem>

</state >

<port name=”in”>

<d i r e c t i on >IN</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>lookupWebContent</handler>

<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

<port name=”out”>

<d i r e c t i on >OUT</d i r e c t i on >

<handler>nul l </handler>
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<type name=”NetRequest” f i l eURI=”NetRequest . hh”>

<core type>requestTypes : : NetRequest</core type>

</type>

</port>

</operator>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >net1 . out</con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >va l i da t e op . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >va l i da t e op . sho r t r eque s t s </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >shor t l ookup op . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >va l i da t e op . l ong r eque s t s </con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >l ong lookup op . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >shor t l ookup op . out</con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >net1 . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

<connector>

<con r e f e r ence >l ong lookup op . out</con r e f e r ence >

<con r e f e r ence >net1 . in</con r e f e r ence >

</connector>

</app l i ca t i on >
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